
INTERNAL COMMUNICATIONS ANALYSIS

Learn how to find valuable insights and create action plans from your internal communications metrics that take you
closer to your business.

What are your biggest strengths and weaknesses of note? Establish a methodology and workflow for
performing a continuous analysis. Try to plan effective timelines for your business. This change will be driven
largely by a shift in the way employees are perceived by stakeholders in the C-suite and by higher executive
expectations of IC. One way to better set your goals is by looking at the previous metrics and noting where
you think you can make an immediate impact. How you plan to get there: What is it going to take to get you to
achieving your objectives? Do you believe we could increase our communications across departments? Do
quarterly or even monthly evaluations of your communications strategy and build it into the core foundation of
your workflow. The change in communication technology has meant that the nature of work has begun to
transform, with groups focusing more on projects than function-based work. Our powerful employee advocacy
and internal comms tools allow you formulate your communications by planning your target audience,
message and delivery method. For most brands, handling the multi-generational workforce means
implementing a range of business communication tools. Another major misconception is that to have a
successful internal comms strategy, you have to include everyone in all messages for better transparency. This
will prevent any unnecessary errors, closed comments or news from accidentally being published to the wrong
segments of your team. These are the team members who are most confident in their ability to convey
company voice, brand and overall image. After you decide your channels, start thinking about the right tools
for your organization. This is your opportunity to step up and claim that seat at the table you deserve. If your
teams have consistent issues, this could be due to a lack of internal communication in your organization.
Which areas are working well, why those areas are working well, and what needs improvement? Targeting
your comms strategy will also ensure that everything runs smoothly within your organization. A good place to
start when creating your goals is to ensure they follow S. Does the day or week, time of day, or frequency of
when sent matter? What is their preferred communications channel or vehicle? What content do they value
versus what you need to communicate with them? There is tremendous opportunity for employers to capitalize
on the potential impact a successful internal communications strategy can have on their reputationâ€”both
internally with employees, and externally with their audience. The rest of your company most likely operates
this way. Who will read, write or approve the messages you send to your team? This is why our
communication best practices need to constantly be rethought and updated to match the current environment.
Working within your own organization and relying on your employees to be advocates will increase your
reach and awareness Employee engagement metrics How often are your employees reading your internal
content? Employee engagement programs and workplace communications are two of the most important
factors to focus on when growing a business from the inside out. Where can we improve the most on company
communication? Slack is a great internal messaging and chat service that can bring together all the different
pieces to your organization. Helen Martin says the gradual shift as baby boomers start to retire and more
millennials and Generation Xers dominate the labor market, will create workforces that are much more
confident with technology and its use. Collaboration is another important part of strong internal
communications. It provides insight into a particular audience segment and their behavior. Employees want
and expect targeted, relevant content and information coming from internal communicators. Building your
team this way can help streamline content approval and publishing and avoid bottlenecks. For example, at
each major staff meeting, you should spend just a few moments reflecting on internal communications.
However, if you want to encourage evolution, you need to provide channels for your team to share ideas and
give feedback. Others anticipate that employees themselves will assume the role of storyteller. Some
practitioners anticipate that employees themselves will assume the role of storyteller. Benchmark your results
Benchmarking is used to evaluate performance by comparing to a standard set of measurement metrics. By
using an internal comms tool like Bambu, you reduce your marketing costs and increase your social reach
through the power of your employee advocates. Certain messages are best fitting for different channels.
Instead of sending a message to everyone or only your c-suite, try partnering with key stakeholders in the
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organization to discuss what type of content would be necessary for their team.


